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About Russia 

Russia is a land of superlatives. By far the world’s largest country, it covers nearly 
twice the territory of Canada, the second largest. it is the largest country in the 
world by area, spanning more than one-eighth of the Earth's inhabited land area, 
stretching eleven time zones, and bordering 16 sovereign nations.  

https://www.britannica.com/place/Canada
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_and_dependencies_by_area
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_and_dependencies_by_area
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time_in_Russia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Borders_of_Russia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sovereign_state


The Russian landscape varies from desert to frozen coastline, tall mountains to 
giant marshes. Much of Russia is made up of rolling, treeless plains called steppes. 
Siberia, which occupies three-quarters of Russia, is dominated by sprawling pine 
forests called taigas. 

Russia has about 100,000 rivers, including some of the longest and most powerful 
in the world. It also has many lakes, including Europe's two largest: Ladoga 
and Onega. Lake Baikal in Siberia contains more water than any other lake 
on Earth. 

Its forests, steppes, and tundra’s provide habitat for many rare animals, including 
Asiatic black bears, snow leopards, polar bears, and small, rabbit-like mammals called 
picas. 

 

https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/explore/5-reasons-why-hub/5-reasons-snow-leopards/
https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/animals/mammals/polar-bear/


Why to Choose Russia 

 The standard of the medical universities in Russia is very high with a 

very low cost of living. 

 The tuition fee of MBBS in the medical universities of Russia is very 

affordable as compared to other countries.  

 No Entrance exam 

 No Donation 

 Easy & Low Cost Admission Procedure 

 Subsidized course fees 

 Medical Schools have Latest Devices 

 Excellent Result in MCI Screening Test 

 Degrees Recognized Worldwide 

 Easy Visa Process  

 All Russian Universities are Government Universities of Russia 

 Students are successfully placed in India, Australia, Canada, USA, UK 

and other major countries 

 



About North Ossetia Medical 

university 

NOSMA was founded in 1939. The graduates of 

NOSMA successfully work not only in the republic 

but in all regions of Russian Federation and 

abroad too. At the 41 chairs of the academy work 

384 professors and teachers: 53 Doctors of Medical 

Sciences, 34 Professors, 242 Candidates of Medical 

Sciences, and 62 Assistant Doctors. 



North – Ossetia State Medical Academy is located 

in the town Vladikavkaz one of the most beautiful 

towns of the Large Caucasian Mountains. The 

nature of the North 

– Ossetia is 

picturesque and 

original. Here we 

can see 

magnificent 

mountains, capped 

with snow and 

glaciers, green 

alpine meadows 

and spontaneous 

rivers. 

There are 6 faculties in the academy: medical, 

pediatric, Dental, pharmaceutical, medico – 

preventive and the 

faculty of post-

graduate education 

(internship, 

residency, post 

graduate course). 

The faculty of post-

graduate education 

is preparing to graduate in 15 specialties, clinical 



residency in 31 specialties. Annually specialization 

and advanced training in 25 specialties is 

conducted in academy. In NOSMA operates 

department of pre-university training and further 

education for foreigners. 

Over 600000 books written by Russian and foreign 

authors are available at average in a university 

library. The library is connected with the World 

Med Line System, where all information regarding 

the latest findings in Medical field are updated. It 

has three reading halls with a capacity of more 

than 200 seats. 

NOSMA has its 

own clinic and 

stomatological 

polyclinic with 

modern 

equipment. 

Clinical chairs 

of the academy 

are based in 

large 

healthcare institutions of the republic, the bed 

space of which is more than 6300 locations. Along 

with the professional training we have all the 

conditions for research work. There is research 



laboratory in the 

Academy and Institute 

of biomedical research 

of Vladikavkaz scientific 

center of Russian 

Academy of Sciences and 

of RNO-Alaina 

Government. In the 

Academy operates 

Students’ Scientific 

Society and association 

of young scientists. 

Students of the Academy 

take part in the international conferences and 

workshops. Students have access to a library with 

rich fund of special literature and fiction 

numbering more than 428000 copies of 

publications. In the library operates an electronic 

reading room equipped with computers with 

Internet access. In the Academy is opened the 

Testing center, the center of the practical training, 

which is designed for classroom and 

extracurricular self-study and is equipped with 

modern equipment: dummies, phantoms, clinical 

examination of the patient simulators. There was 

created multimedia class designed to show care 



educational films, video collection and 

presentation. 

Admission process: 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


